
 
 

Summary of Announcement by President Donald J. Trump: 10 Key Initiatives 
December 15, 2022 

 
1. “Executive order banning any Federal department or agency from colluding with any 

organization, business, or person to censor, limit, categorize, or impede the lawful speech 
of American citizens.” 

2. “Ban Federal money from being used to label domestic speech as mis- or dis-
information.” 

3. “Remove from Federal service every “bureaucrat who has engaged in domestic 
censorship” and “order the Department of Justice to investigate all parties involved in the 
new online censorship regime…and to aggressively prosecute any and all crimes 
identified.” 

4. Revise “Section 230 to get big online platforms out of the censorship business….a digital 
platform should only qualify for immunity protection under Section 230 if they meet high 
standards of…non-discrimination.” 

5. “Require these platforms to increase their efforts to take down unlawful content, such as 
child exploitation and promoting terrorism, while dramatically curtailing their power to 
arbitrarily restrict lawful speech.”  

6. “The Federal government should immediately stop funding all non-profits and academic 
programs that support this authoritarian project.” 

7. "If any U.S university is discovered to have engaged in censorship activities or election 
interference in the past, such as flagging social media content for removal or blacklisting, 
those universities should lose Federal research dollars and Federal student loan support 
for a period of five years and maybe more.” 

8. "We should also enact new laws laying out clear criminal penalties for Federal 
bureaucrats who partner with private entities to do an end run around the Constitution and 
deprive Americans of their First, Fourth, and Fifth Amendment rights, in other words, 
deprive them of their vote.” 

9. “To confront the problems of major platforms being infiltrated by legions of former Deep 
State and intelligence officials, there should be a seven year cooling-off period before any 
employee of the FBI, CIA, NSA, DNI, DHS or DOD is allowed to take a job at a 
company possessing vast quantities of U.S user data.” 

10. "A digital Bill of Rights” that includes the right to appeal the removal of content or an 
account; the requirement of a court order before the government takes down user content; 
and the right to receive “unmanipulated” feed on social media, without “content 
moderation.” 


